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INT RODUCT ION

This is an overview for developers interested in creating web services. It discusses what web services are, why you
should be interested in them , what they are based on, what risks you should be aware of, and how you can start
designing them.
SHO RT DEF INITIO NS OF WEB SE RVICES
XML (Exte nsible Marku p Lang uage)

An XML markup language is a set of tags (called elements) that are used to describe information in
Unicode text and organize it hierarchically.
SOA P (Sim ple Ob ject A ccess Protoc ol)

An XML grammar used as an application protocol in both RPC and asynchronous messaging.
WSD L(Web Servic e Desc riptio n Lang uage)

An XML grammar used to describe Web services, including the kind of message format expected, the
Internet protocol used, and the Internet address of the Web service.
Generating a web stub from WSDL, from Sun’s “EJB2, Web Services: Part 1”. For 4D replace “stub” with
“proxy method.”

U D D I (U ni v e rs a l De s c r i p t i on , Di s c ov e ry an d In t e g ra t i on)

An XML grammar used to categorize, classify, and locate Web services according to their subject and
function. What makes UDDI particularly powerful is that there are no limits on the number of different
classification schemes that can be created.
Actual Se rvices (i.e. Servi ce Pro viders )
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There is Web Services, and web services. The first is the concept, the second the actual providers using the
concept. The two go together like a blue print and the building that’s built from it.
SOAP
Formal De finition

“SOAP is a lightweight protocol intended for exchanging structured information in a
decentralized, distributed environment.… The framework has been designed to be
independent of any particular programming model and other implementation specific
semantics.” — from the SOAP 1.2 specification
Sma ll-Sca le Definitio n

A protocol that we can use for exchanging simple or complex data between 4D and other applications.
Rea listic Defin ition

The central component of a global system of standards that is large enough to support all forms of
electronic collaboration.

Web Servi ces Ca n Be P rivate

XML allows for proprietary structures. This “loop hole” in the paradigm of self-explaining data structures
can operate at any web service level. This means that you can create a valid web service that completely
unique, private, proprietary. You can create a valid web service that fails to provide any of the benefits
listed below.

BEN EFITS OF WEB SERVICES

The following benefits are part of the promise of web services.
Interoperability in a heterogeneo us env ironme nt

Web service permit different distributed services to run on a variety of software platforms and
architectures. The key benefit.
Bus iness servic es through the Web

Leverage the advantages of the World Wide Web for the operations supported by any web service-enabled
application.
Integrati on with exis ting s ystems

Most enterprises have an enormous amount of data stored in existing enterprise information systems, and
the cost to replace these systems is such that discarding these legacy systems may not be an option.
Fre edom o f choi ce

Web service standards have opened a large marketplace for tools, products, and technologies.
Sup port m ore cl ient types
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Since a main objective of Web services is improving interoperability, exposing existing applications or
services as Web services increases their reach to different client types.
Pro grammi ng pro ductiv ity

By creating a common programming standard Web services provides standard means to access the services
required by multi-tier applications and standard ways to support a variety of clients.
Web service standards provide you with a means of delivering these benefits, but they are neither guaranteed nor
required. Following the web service standards will not guarantee web service benefits.

THE ROLE OF STANDARDS

Web Services (the theoretical underpinning of web services) is nothing more than a set of potentially
comprehensive, potentially unlimited standards. Standards have not played a big part in the world of 4D developers.
Web services changes this.
4D Developers have lived a sheltered and somewhat isolated life. We have developed our own standards, programs,
and solutions. This is true to various extents for developers of other platforms. It’s a consequence of developing
applications for private use within local networks.
Web services provides developers with, and requires that developers adhere to standards of:
A. Discipline — standard designs and coding practice.
B. Manners — service-oriented guidelines for what is provided, how it’s provided, and how it’s supported.
C. Sociability — inter-connection with other platforms, programs, and objectives.

4D Developers have lived a somewhat isolated life.
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THE NEED FOR STANDARDS

There can be no program for inter-operability without standards. Web Services objective of unlimited interoperability creates a potential need for unlimited standards. It also forces users with little need for standards to work
in conjunction with users that have a great need for standards.
This has already generated a tremendous volume of rules and recommendations. For most 4D projects, and most 4D
developers, these standards will be a crushing burden. And while you are not required to comply with anything
beyond the basic web service standards, there are also consequences for those applications that do not follow the
extended standards.
What do you need to do?
A. Follow standards to maximize inter-operability, or
B. Create working applications that provide limited services quickly and cheaply.
Web services can support either objective.

STANDARDS AT DIFFERENT LEVELS

Web services requires that you broaden your concept of standards to include data and services at both higher and
lower levels.
Low er Lev els

Bit streams, communication protocols, rules for the formatting of rules (i.e. SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI are
written in XML).
Hig her Le vels

Complex data, complex content: movies, music, commerce, human nature. Standards are being developed
for how information of this kind is to be packaged and processed.
Web services potentially exposes us to a much larger universe of standards for describing and handling data.
To retain our effectiveness we must shield ourselves from as much of these “promising opportunities” as possible.
Web services offers us tremendously expanded opportunities, but the costs are not clear. We only know that there
may be many new requirements.
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Odysseus and the sirens: …we must shield ourselves from … “promising opportunities”

SUPPORT FOR STANDARDS

Industry groups, standards organizations, academic subcommittees, and vendor partnerships are coming out of the
woodwork to create standards. Some of the URLs of the leading standard setting organizations are:
1.

Accredited Standards Committee (ASC X12): www.x12.org

2.

Electronic Business XML (ebXML): www.ebxml.org

3.

Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J@EE): java.sun.com/j2ee/

4.

Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Sources (OASIS): www.oasis-open.org/home/

5.

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C): www.w3.org

6.

Web Services Interoperability Organization (WS-I): www.ws-i.org
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Some of the OASIS subcommittees operating to develop standards for particular aspects of web services.
QUESTION: What standards do we need to follow?
ANSWER #1: The least that is required for your application.
ANSWER #2: Very few if you’re building an “old style”, private application.
If you serve only 4D clients, then use 4D’s built-in SOAP and for whatever else is needed, roll your own.
If you are a public service, then you’ll need to find and follow common standards, or what you predict to become
common standards.
ANSWER #3: At minimum you’ll need 4D’s SOAP Wizard, XML, and some awareness of some of the services
available through 4D’s ITK (authorization, authentication, encryption, etc.).

CUR RENT L IMITS ON STA NDARDS

Basic services are largely encapsulated and automated. You don’t need to know how they work, only how to use
them.
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SOAP: message packaging.

!

WSDL: disclosure.

!

UDDI: directory of services.
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But structural and functional standards are largely missing from basic services.
Structura l Stan dards

Standards for how complex data is structured will be detailed using XML. We don’t yet have tools for
abstracting this information (some other platforms do, notably J2EE’s Java Beans).
Current structural standards are sketchy. The lack of tools and standards means that 4D programmers will
probably need to again “roll your own.”

ASC X12’s suggestion for the Data Flow Diagram of a delivery based invoice.

Fun ctiona l Stan dards

These will also be specified using XML either in the header or the body of the SOAP messages. Since
standards are lacking, you’ll need to “roll your own.”

Use ful Re ferenc es for Existing Standard s
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Extensive work exists and is publicly available. It is impressive, and complex. It is not self-explanatory.
ASC X12 R eferen ce mod el for XML D esign/ 2002-61

“The purpose of this document is to specify an approach to eBusiness messaging that: 1) lnks
implementation with the structure, 2) enables cross industry differentiation and 3) supports
industry needed ‘quick’ solutions.” — sounds great!
The following diagrams suggest data structures and their translation into XML. These are
provided in the UBL library at http://oasis-open.org/committees/ubl/lcsc/0p70/.

About 1/10-th of ASC X12’s suggested data structure for a general sales invoice.
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ECO NOMICS OF ST ANDARD S

The development of Web Services is driven by:
!

Consumers — industry and government demand for inter-operability.

!

Vendors — need to “grow” new markets. (Web Services is very good for software tool makers!)

!

Vendors — desire to dominate developing markets with their own proprietary technology.

Col labora tion

Consumer and vendor needs work together: consumers buy value, vendors develop and sell it.

Con flict

Consumer’s desire for choice and secure, broad standards conflicts with vendors’ need to differentiate, and
to pursue development programs that are more efficient than public forums, and that product more
profitable results for them.
All players want standards, but only consumers want comprehensive standards. Vendors want to retain
some proprietary control over the development of some aspect of the product in order to make their
offerings more attractive, and to exclude competitors.
The more domineering vendors want the greatest control over standards. For example, Microsoft and IBM
will not join UBL in the development of ebXML standards.
Compare these Microsoft’s view of .Net with the structure of web services in general and you see that
Microsoft would like to keep web services within their control.
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“The primary goal of .NET is to provide developers with the means to create interoperable applications
using "Web Services" from any sort of terminal”
— From http://www.cswl.com/whiteppr/white/microsoftnetdoc.html

The structure of web services. — From “The Business Web Services Scorecard, Using Web Services for
Business” by David Burdett, Commerce One Operations, Inc.
The structure of .Net matches the whole web service architecture except for two elements. One is the
“Profiles, Policies & Agreements” which are determined largely by customers. These lie outside of the
control of software vendors. The other is the operating system that lies at the bottom of the web service
diagram. This is omitted from the .Net diagram for the obvious reason that Microsoft supports only one
operating system.
Note that the OS plays an indirect role in web services, hence Apple’s absence from that group of vendors
vying for control of standards.

POL ITICS OF STA NDARDS

There are built-in conflicts that will not go away.
Dev elopers will have mixed allegiances.

Complex Standards — Wide markets for all, but also uncertainty, complexity, instability, incompleteness,
and lack of availability.
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Proprietary Standards — Disciplined, relevant, easy to use, advantageous to those who profit from them.
Competition — Just like vendors, developers also want tools that will make their offerings more attractive
than the products of their competitors.
For example:
!

J2EE offers easier XML programming (XML structures are mapped to Java language structures).

!

.Net offers extended inter-operability within the Microsoft product line.

Ven dors w ill ne ver fu lly su pport open s tandards

W3C
OASIS
ISO
ASC X12
WS-I
etc.

versus

Microsoft’s
.Net

versus

Sun’s
J2EE

IBM’s
versus
OGSA
(Open Grid Svc. Arch.)

THE FUTURE

Because the marketplace requires new hype every few years, we know web service hype will be replaced by
something else. If it were not replaced, then web services would create an entrenched hierarchy of users, vendors,
and experts that would bore consumers and stifle innovation. Yet, to make web services work will require more than
a few years. Will this great project reach some kind of completion, or will it morph into the next big thing?
Web services is an application-enabled version of the current World Wide Web. Both started with strong
institutional backing and theoretical promise. The www has become highly commercial. I predict web services will
do the same. It has yet to be seen if web services, like www, will end up driven by the same base and carnal
customer interests.
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“And they still ran faster and faster and faster, till they all just melted away, and there was nothing left but a great
big pool of melted butter round the foot of the tree.”
— From “The Story of Little Black Sambo”

SUMMARY
Cau tious Develo per’s Approa ch
!

Define your market.

!

Discover what tools exist and what standards apply.

!

Determine if the tools and standards support your markets’ need at an acceptable risk to you.

!

Roll your own standards where ever necessary.
— Use SOAP’s RPC mode and 4D variables until XML tools improve.
— Program your own rules where usable standards are unavailable.
— Encapsulate your variations and extensions to the standards to allow for future replacement.

Web services offer both new tools and new conflicts for developers. Battles will be fought over the setting
of standards. Vendors will ask developers to invest in proprietary initiatives. Recognize the conflicts, let
them work in your favor, design around them:
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